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Sin e extrinsi sta king faults an form during post-implantation annealing of Si, understanding
their properties is important for reliable ontrol of semi ondu tor manufa turing pro esses. We
demonstrate how grazing in iden e X-ray s attering methods an be used as a nondestru tive means
for dete ting extrinsi sta king faults in Si. Atomisti analysis of di use intensity streaks is used to
determine the size of the faults, the minimum size at whi h the streak pattern in the s attering will
be visible, and the magnitude of atomi displa ements in the enter of the sta king fault.

Ion implantation of sili on and subsequent hightemperature annealing plays a entral role in presentday semi ondu tor manufa turing. Although the overall
development of the implantation damage produ tion and
annealing is relatively well understood1;2 , many details
remain un lear. The analysis of defe t states during
annealing is usually done using transmission ele tron
mi ros opy. Although the method has many advantages,
it works only for very thin samples, and it is possible
that the sample thinning pro ess a e ts the nature of
the defe ts in the sample. Hen e it ould be very useful
to have omplementary methods for analyzing the nature
of defe ts in Si.
The \di use" X-ray s attering distribution from a
defe tive rystal is the weak part of the s attering
between Bragg peaks whi h arises from the strain eld
in the latti e surrounding the defe ts. The di use X-ray
s attering (DXS) method is a fast and nondestru tive
means to analyze damage in latti es, su h as point and
extended defe ts3;4 . Although the method has been mu h
used for metals5;6 , its appli ation to semi ondu tors has
been hampered by the diÆ ulty of analyzing the results.
Nordlund et al. have re ently developed a method
enabling atomisti simulations of DXS measurements
even for very omplex defe t on gurations. We have
found that the using the method it is, at least in
prin iple, possible to distinguish di erent interstitial and
va an y on gurations7 , determine the size of va an y
and interstitial lusters in semi ondu tors, and the
average separation between interstitial- and va an y-like
defe ts8 .
Here we will des ribe how the atomisti analysis
method an be used for dete tion of sta king faults in Si,
and use the method to determine the average size and
the magnitude of atomi displa ements of sta king faults
formed in boron implanted Si after thermal pro essing.
For the measurements of the di use x-ray s attering we
have applied the geometry of grazing in iden e and exit9 ,
whi h allows a urate ontrol of the s attering depth

by hoosing values for the in iden e angle i and the
exit angle f lose to the riti al angle of total external
re e tion 10 . Thus we ould probe the near surfa e
region a e ted by the implantation pro ess. The vi inity
of surfa e re e tions with s attering planes perpendi ular
to the sample surfa e were investigated.
For data olle tion a one-dimensional position sensitive
dete tor (PSD) was used, whi h ould be operated in
two di erent modes. The PSD is pla ed parallel to the
sample surfa e at a xed exit angle. Thus the vi inity
of the surfa e peak ould be mapped in terms of a
Qx -Qy -plane of re ipro al spa e at onstant Qz . In the
perpendi ular mode the PSD is normal to the sample
surfa e, so that Qjj -Qz mappings ould be eÆ iently
re orded. The details of the measurement pro edure are
des ribed elsewhere11 .
Dislo ation free, oating-zone Si (001) single rystals
were implanted with 32 keV boron to a boron dose of
6  1015 ions/ m2 . The implanted samples were rapid
thermal annealed at 1070 Æ C for 10 se onds.
The resulting s attering pattern is illustrated in Fig.
1. The streaks observed along h111i dire tions in the
experiments are quite similar to the streaks predi ted
to arise from bound sta king faults (Frank loops) in
fa e- entered ubi metals4 . Also, previous transmission
ele tron mi ros opy studies of boron implanted and
annealed Si as well as annealed sili on with high oxygen
ontent show extrinsi Frank type sta king faults12 . This
strongly suggests that the streaks now seen in Si arise
from extrinsi sta king faults produ ed by interstitials
pre ipitating on f111g planes. To gain ertainty of this,
and enable a more detailed analysis than that provided
by the traditional analyti al and numeri al methods, we
used the new atomisti method8;7 to simulate DXS from
sta king faults in Si.
In the atomisti analysis method of Nordlund, Partyka
and Averba k8;7 , the DXS from a defe t is al ulated
by forming the atom oordinates of a defe t, and
surrounding it by a large sphere (usually having of the

order of 1 - 100 million atoms) of undisturbed latti e
atoms. All the atoms in this sphere are relaxed to
the losest potential energy minimum by an eÆ ient
adaptive-step onjugate gradient method, whi h gives the
strain eld surrounding the defe t8 . The potential energy
of the system is al ulated from a lassi al interatomi
potential known to des ribe the elasti properties of
the material well. The X-ray s attering intensity S ( )
an then be al ulated from the relaxed atom ell by
straightforward summation over atom oordinates i ,
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FIG. 1. Streaked X-ray s attering pattern along h111i from
B implanted Si after a 10 s anneal at 1070 Æ C. q110 indi ates
the distan e from the (220) Bragg peak in re ipro al spa e
along the 110 dire tion and q001 in the verti al 001 dire tion.
Be ause of experimental limitations the jq110 j . 0:03 1/
A
region in re ipro al spa e was not measured.
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where  is a onvolution fa tor speeding up onvergen e
of the sum, a the latti e onstant and f is the atomi
form fa tor3;13;14 . Although the atomisti analysis
s heme requires large omputer apa ity, it has the
advantage that on e it is implemented, the same method
an be used to deal with any kind of defe t, in luding
very omplex ones. Additional details of the method are
given elsewhere8;7 .
We reated interstitial loop (extrinsi sta king fault)
on gurations of di erent sizes by adding an extra double
(111) atom plane15 in the enter of a large atomisti
simulation ell. The extra plane had the shape of
either a regular triangle or a regular hexagon bound by
dislo ation line segments along h110i rystal dire tions.
To study size e e ts, we used lengths between 8 and 20
1 (110)a (a is the latti e onstant) for one side of the
2
triangle or hexagon, orresponding to between 72 (for
the 8-sided triangle), and 2282 (for the 20-sided hexagon)
extra atoms in the sta king fault. The X-ray s attering
was then al ulated using the method outlined above,
using spheres with radii of at least 200 
A. The welltested Stillinger-Weber16 and Terso III17 for e models
were used to des ribe the potential energy of the atoms.
Figure 2 illustrates the simulated streaks produ ed
by a hexagonal sta king fault with a side length of 14
1
2 (110)a, averaged over all four possible sta king fault
orientations. The reason that the simulated h111i streak
appears to have a peak is the presen e of zero-intensity
nodal points similar to those reported in metals4 . The
strong streak in the h111i dire tion (upper right) and the
somewhat weaker streak seen in the h111i dire tion are
very similar to those seen in the experiments. The isointensity ontours are not quite equal in shape be ause we
were not able to simulate as large loops as those present
in the experiment, or the s attering quite as lose to the
Bragg peak. But as we shall see below, we were still able
to give a size estimate for the defe ts.
Although the basi features of the s attering are thus
the same as those predi ted by numeri al methods4 , the
atomisti analysis method allowed us to quantitatively
examine atomisti e e ts in the s attering. The inset in
Fig. 2 shows iso-intensity ontours for the s attering from
sta king fault triangles of varying sizes. The results show
that the hara teristi streak pattern be omes visible
between side lengths of 8 and 16 21 (110)a , i.e. when the
number of interstitial atoms in the fault is in the range
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FIG. 2. As Figure 1, but with a simulated DXS pattern
from a sta king fault formed by about 1000 interstitial atoms.
Be ause we were not able to simulate as large faults as the
experimental ones, the plotting range is di erent from that
in the experimental gure. The pattern is averaged over
the four equivalent orientations of a f111g sta king fault.
The inset shows one iso-intensity urve on the positive side
of the (220) peak for three sta king faults with di erent
numbers of interstitial atoms Ni . The s attering pattern is
qualitatively very similar to the experimental pattern, with a
strong s attering streak extending along the h111i dire tion
and a somewhat weaker streak in the h111i dire tion. The
inset shows that as the sta king fault size grows the streak
will be ome narrower.

100 { 200. Comparison of the streak shapes and widths
for triangular and hexagonal faults further showed that
the s attering pattern is very similar when the number of
atoms in the fault is the same, i.e. that the streak shape
is not sensitive to the exa t shape of the loop.
We further used the atomisti simulations to test
Va lav Holy's analyti al model for the width of the h111i
streaks11 . The model predi ts the shape of the s attering
for a ir ular Frank loop of diameter d. When we de ned
the e e tive diameter d? of a hexagonal sta king fault
to be thepaverage of the major and minor axes (i.e.
d? = 1 + 3=2)l, where l is the length of one side), we
obtained ex ellent agreement between Holy's model and
the simulations. This shows that Holy's model an be
used to give a reliable size estimate even for non- ir ular
loops. Using Holy's model to analyze the experimental
data showed that the average e e tive diameter d? of the
2
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sta king faults in Fig. 1 is 710 A
Analysis of the experimental intensity pro le along the
h111i dire tion along the streak shows a hara teristi
rossover between 1=q 2 and 1=q 4 -dependen e of the
intensity (q is the distan e to the Bragg peak in
re ipro al spa e), similar to that o urring for large
defe t lusters6 . The experimental value for the rossover
point is 0.34 1/
A (Fig. 3). The simulations showed
that the lo ation of this rossover is independent of the
diameter of the loop over the entire size range examined.
This indi ates that the rossover must be related to the
\strength" of the sta king fault, i.e. the thi kness of the
fault and the displa ements of the atoms in the enter of
the fault.

a more a urate determination of the displa ements was
not possible due to the arti ial nature of the potential
modi ation, but we note that with the method outlined
here it will be possible to determine the displa ements
a urately when Si for e models with realisti long-range
intera tions be ome available, or alternatively to test
andidates for su h models.
In on lusion, using di use X-ray s attering methods,
we have dete ted extrinsi sta king faults in boronimplanted Si after a rapid-thermal anneal. We have
further shown how atomisti analysis of X-ray s attering
experiments an be used to determine the size of the
fault and the magnitude of atomi displa ements in the
sta king fault plane.
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FIG. 3. S attering intensity along the [111℄ dire tion o
the (220) Bragg peak. The straight solid lines indi ate
perfe t 1/q2 and 1/q4 dependen e of the s attering, and the
verti al dotted lines the lo ation of the rossover between 1/q2
and 1/q4 behaviour. The two di erent simulation models
are al ulated for sta king faults whi h have exa tly the
same shape and numbers of interstitial atoms, but di erent
displa ements in the sta king fault plane.

To further examine this, we simulated DXS from the
same sta king fault with di erent displa ements in the
enter of the fault. Sin e most Si interatomi potentials
only have nearest-neighbour intera tions, and all atoms
in the enter of a perfe t sta king fault in Si have the
ideal nearest-neighbour environment, the potentials give
a sta king fault energy of zero, and thus no atomi
displa ements due to the in orre t sta king sequen e of
the diamond latti e18 . Therefore we modi ed the length
s ale of the Stillinger-Weber (SW) interatomi potential
for the atoms in the sta king fault enter to be able
to examine the e e t of the atomi displa ements on
the 1=q 2 { 1=q 4 { rossover. The tested modi ations
ranged from a 2 { 8 % in rease in the nearest-neighbour
separation and uto distan e. The atoms outside the
sta king fault enter were still des ribed by the ordinary
SW potential, ensuring that the long-range strain eld
is realisti . The results are shown in Fig. 3. \Model
1" is the plain SW potential s attering. The lo ation of
the rossover was found to be reprodu ed well by models
for whi h the average separation between double (111)
atom layers ( ounted along the nearest-neighbour atom
bond separating the layers) at and next to the sta king
fault enter plane was 2:42  0:02 
A. One of these models
is shown as \Model 2" in Fig. 3. In the present ase
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